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Abstract—‘‘Repeating earthquakes’’ identified by waveform

cross-correlation, with inter-event separation of no more than

1 km, can be used for assessment of location precision. Assuming

that the network-measured apparent inter-epicenter distance X of

the ‘‘repeating doublets’’ indicates the location precision, we esti-

mated the regionalized location quality of the China National

Seismograph Network by comparing the ‘‘repeating events’’ in and

around China by SCHAFF and RICHARDS (Science 303: 1176–1178,

2004; J Geophys Res 116: B03309, 2011) and the monthly cata-

logue of the China Earthquake Networks Center. The comparison

shows that the average X value of the China National Seismograph

Network is approximately 10 km. The mis-location is larger for the

Tibetan Plateau, west and north of Xinjiang, and east of Inner

Mongolia, as indicated by larger X values. Mis-location is corre-

lated with the completeness magnitude of the earthquake catalogue.

Using the data from the Beijing Capital Circle Region, the

dependence of the mis-location on the distribution of seismic

stations can be further confirmed.

1. Introduction

Assessing the location quality of a seismograph

network is important in evaluating the capacity for

CTBT monitoring. Here the assessment includes two

levels: assessing the location capability, which is

potentially accessible by applying the best possible

algorithms to a seismograph network, and assessing

the existing location quality of the data products

produced by a seismograph network on a routine

basis. The discussion of this paper focuses on the

latter, which is similar to the evaluation of the IDC

products.

Location quality can be assessed by several

approaches, some of which assess both precision and

accuracy whereas others assess precision or accuracy

only. The ‘‘ground truth event’’ approach (LIENERT,

1997), the comparative approach (WUESTER et al.,

2000), and the statistical optimization approach

(RABINOWITZ and STEINBERG, 1990; DOUFEXOPOULOU

and KORAKITIS, 1992; BARTAL et al., 2000) all con-

tributed to the knowledge of such assessment. As one

of the feasible approaches, in this paper, we propose

use of the method of ‘‘repeating earthquakes’’

(SCHAFF and RICHARDS, 2004, 2011) to evaluate the

location precision of a seismic network. We used

the China National Seismograph Network and the

Beijing Capital Region Seismograph Network as

examples. These produce their monthly earthquake

catalogue routinely, with different quality and dif-

ferent cutoff magnitude. This paper is an extension of

our previous work (JIANG and WU, 2006; JIANG et al.,

2008) with new data used and with new comparative

analysis.

2. ‘‘Repeating Events’’ as Estimator of Location

Precision

The concept of ‘‘repeating earthquakes’’ can be

traced back to the 1960s (ISACKS et al., 1967).

Research interest in this concept has been reactivated

in recent years with the development of digital

seismological observation and the processing of

digital seismic waveforms. There is currently no

well-accepted unified definition of ‘‘repeating
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earthquakes’’. RUBIN (2002) characterized ‘‘repeating

earthquakes’’ as events with similar locations, mag-

nitudes, and waveforms. The definition of SCHAFF and

RICHARDS (2004) refers to a pair of seismic events

with the cross-correlation coefficients (CCC) of their

band-pass-filtered waveforms no less than 0.8 for the

recordings of at least one station. (In this paper we do

not differentiate between cases for which more than

one station have CCC C 0.8 and those for which only

one station has CCC C 0.8, although theoretically for

the latter case the criterion for ‘‘repeating’’ is appar-

ently weaker). Empirical and theoretical studies

indicate that a ‘‘repeating pair’’ in this sense has the

inter-event separation distance \1 km (MENKE et al.,

1990; MENKE, 1999). Remarkably, ‘‘repeating events’’

in the sense of waveform similarity occupy a signifi-

cant portion of seismicity. The results of SCHAFF and

RICHARDS (2004, 2011) showed that ‘‘repeating earth-

quakes’’ amount to more than 10 % of seismicity in

China and its surroundings, indicating the importance

of analysis of such seismic events.

Taking the working assumption that the distance

between the two events in a ‘‘repeating earthquake

pair’’ is \1 km, and their apparent inter-epicenter

distance X measured by routine analysis of a seis-

mic network reflects the location precision,

comparison between a ‘‘repeating event’’ catalogue

and the network-produced catalogue can be con-

ducted for evaluation of location quality. For

regionalized analysis, the averaged value of X in a

specific region can be used as an indicator of the

location quality in that region. In this sense, the role

of the ‘‘repeating earthquakes’’ used for comparison

corresponds to that of the ground-truth (GT) events

(LIENERT, 1997), but with a wider geographical

coverage, albeit GT events can assess both precision

and accuracy.

In the evaluation, one has to consider that,

because of the random error in the location of each

event, for some cases the X value may cancel out. To

overcome this problem, we use the average of several

event pairs, rather than a single pair, for the evalua-

tion of the precision of location. This average,

sacrificing the resolution as per the case that the

variances in the north–south direction and in the east–

west direction might be different, avoids the ‘‘random

co-location problem’’ as mentioned above.

3. Location Precision Varying with Time

We used the monthly earthquake catalogue1 pro-

vided by the China Earthquake Networks Center

(CENC) for the evaluation. This monthly catalogue is

produced by collecting and analyzing local catalogues

and bulletins, and is widely used for analysis of time-

dependent seismic hazard (or earthquake forecasting)

in China because of its timing characteristics. The

well-known ABCE catalogue is a refining of the

monthly catalogue, provided on an annual basis.

The data used in this study start from 1990 and end in

2005, overlapping with the ‘‘repeating event’’ database

of SCHAFF and RICHARDS (2011, from 1985 to 2005). In

that ‘‘repeating event’’ database including 2,379

events, there are 2,178 pairs recognized as ‘‘repeating

doublets’’. To identify the events which are thought to

be identical in both the database of SCHAFF and

RICHARDS (2011) and the monthly catalogue of the

CENC, we used the threshold of the difference of

magnitude Dm, latitude–longitude coordinates DU and

Dh, and origin time Dt. We prescribed, somewhat

arbitrarily, –0.6 \ Dm \ 0.6, –1.08\ DU\ 1.08,
–1.08\Dh\ 1.08, and –66 s \ Dt \ 66 s as the

threshold, considering the difference between the

CENC monthly catalogue and the catalogue used by

SCHAFF and RICHARDS (2011)—the ABCE. There are

1,810 events identified in the CENC monthly cata-

logue, which formed 1,678 ‘‘repeating pairs’’ for the

analysis, as shown by the black circles in Fig. 1 and the

Supporting Online Materials. In the ‘‘repeating event’’

database of SCHAFF and RICHARDS (2011), there are 467

events, with 288 located within the territory of China,

missed in the CENC monthly catalogue. These events

are also shown in Fig. 1 by red circles. Comparison of

the frequency–magnitude distributions of the ‘‘asso-

ciated’’ and the ‘‘missing’’ events (Fig. 1) indicates

that the cause of this ‘‘missing’’ is more likely to be

because of the re-location procedure.

Figure 2 shows the histogram of the X values

versus time. In each histogram, the horizontal axis is

the X value and the vertical axis gives the number of

1 Partly available at: http://www.csndmc.ac.cn/newweb/data.

htm#, in Chinese.
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‘‘doublets’’. Vertical axes are normalized for com-

parison. The temporal variation chart takes a step of

1 year and a sliding window with a width of 2 years

and centered at the first day of the year, as indicated

in the figure. Time of the ‘‘doublet’’ is taken as the

time of the later event. From Fig. 2 it can be seen

that location capability, as represented by the histo-

gram of X, has been stable during the period from

1990 to 2005, with slight improvements since 1995.

As a result, all the data can be used to evaluate the

regionalized location precision, irrespective of the

time of the ‘‘doublets’’. Figure 3 shows, in an

alternative way, the average X value for the same

sliding step and sliding window as in Fig. 2, with

error bars shown on the figure, indicating the fluc-

tuation around the mean value and the number of

samples available. In the calculation, the errors are

given by one-sigma for the average. Our previous

work (JIANG and WU, 2006) used the ‘‘repeating

event’’ database of SCHAFF and RICHARDS (2004). For

comparison, the results of that work are also plotted

in Fig. 3, indicating the change of the ‘‘repeating

event’’ database of SCHAFF and RICHARDS (2004,

2011). Figure 3, reaching the same conclusion as

Fig. 2, shows more clearly the ‘‘slight improvement

since 1995’’.

The dashed line in Fig. 2 has a minimum at

X = 40 km. Seen from the location procedure, the

origins of location errors on the two sides of this

value are different. When X is smaller than 40 km,

the location error mainly comes from the location

calculation and the travel time measurement. Because

the X value is an indicator of the location precision,

the Earth model is of minor importance, because what

is under consideration is the relative location of the

two ‘‘repeating events’’. When X is larger than

40 km, problems in phase association and location

calculation associated with a sparse network make a

major contribution to the error. Considering this

property, in the following analysis, we treated these

two parts of data separately and focus on the pairs

with X \40 km.

Figure 1
Distribution of ‘‘repeating events’’ in China and its surrounding regions as reported by Schaff and Richards (2011), and comparison with the

CENC monthly earthquake catalogue. The subplot at the bottom left is the normalized frequency-magnitude distribution of the 288 missing

‘‘repeating events’’ (gray histogram) and the 1,709 identified ‘‘repeating events’’ (blue line) in the CENC monthly catalogue located within the

territory of China. Comparison of these two distributions indicates that the ‘‘missing events’’ are not likely to be caused by the different

detection capability but probably by the location procedure
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Figure 2
Frequency distribution and temporal variation of the network-measured apparent inter-epicenter distance X between the ‘‘repeating events’’

Figure 3
Average value of the network-measured apparent distance X between the ‘‘repeating events’’, and its temporal variation
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4. Regionalized Location Precision

Figure 4 maps the spatial distribution of the

X value, with a grid size of 1� and a circular win-

dow of radius 300 km. Each event is associated with

its ‘‘repeaters’’, and the distance between this event

and its ‘‘repeater’’ is calculated, taken as the

apparent inter-epicenter distance X. For more than

one association, the largest distance is taken as the

X value for the event. For all the events within a

spatial window, the average of the X values is taken

as the X value of the region covered by this window.

In Fig. 4, white circles represent the earthquakes

used, and black reverse triangles show the locations

of the earthquake pairs with the X value larger than

40 km. For all the pairs, only the later event is

plotted in the figure.

Although having obvious unbalanced geographi-

cal coverage, Fig. 4 provides a coarse but widely-

covered estimate of the regionalized location precision.

The regions with warm colors (equivalent to larger

X values) are the Tibetan Plateau, west and north of

Xinjiang, and east of Inner Mongolia. Events with

X values larger than 40 km are further indicators of

regions with poor location quality, mainly the Tibetan

plateau. From Figs. 2 to 4, it can be seen that the

average location precision of the CENC monthly

catalogue is approximately 10 km. The Tibetan Pla-

teau, west and north of Xinjiang, and east of Inner

Mongolia, plus north of northeastern China, are the

regions in need of improvement.

‘‘Repeating events’’ should also have depth dif-

ferences of \1 km, and the apparent difference of

depths, Y, may reflect the precision of depth deter-

mination. In the monthly catalogues there are many

events without depth results, or using ‘‘fixed depths’’,

for example 5 or 10 km. These events were elimi-

nated from the analysis. After screening of the

catalogue on the basis of this consideration, 1,022

events are left, forming 1,008 pairs. Figure 5 shows,

in a similar way to that of Fig. 4, the spatial distri-

bution of the average Y value, together with the event

pairs whose X is larger than 40 km and are not used

in calculation of the Y values. Although the spatial

coverage is not as good as that of Fig. 4, Fig. 5 shows

a similar pattern to that of Fig. 4. Because of this

Figure 4
Spatial distribution of the network-measured apparent distance X between the ‘‘repeating events’’. White circles indicate the ‘‘repeating pairs’’

used in the analysis. Pairs with apparent distance larger than 40 km are marked by black reverse triangles. For all the pairs, only the later

event is plotted
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similarity, and considering that ‘‘fixed depth’’ is quite

common in routine seismological interpretation

practice, in evaluation of location quality it is suffi-

cient to use X value only. Typically, if there were no

additional efforts, for example use of depth phases,

error in depth determination would be larger than

those in horizontal coordinate (or epicenter) deter-

mination. In Figs. 4 and 5, however, the average X

and Y values are apparently of the same order of

magnitude. This is partly because X and Y measure

the precision of location as the relative distance

between the ‘‘repeaters’’. But, most importantly, the

depth estimate is either unavailable (as shown by the

blank pixels in Fig. 5) or of good quality. Theoreti-

cally, the precision of horizontal location should be

measured by X=
ffiffiffi

2
p

� �

; rather than by X itself,

assuming that the mis-location is approximately the

same for each event within the ‘‘repeating pair’’.

Considering the precision for both horizontal location

and for depth determination, however, the X value

itself can be used; this reflects the fact that overall

precision in cases of (relative) mis-location is

approximately the same for the horizontal and verti-

cal directions.

The regionalized inhomogeneous distribution of

location precision is related to the distribution of

seismic stations, and thus is related to the magnitude

of completeness of the catalogue. To demonstrate this

point, we applied the Gutenberg–Richter-law-based

entire-magnitude-range (EMR) method (WOESSNER

and WIEMER, 2005) to the CENC monthly catalogue

to obtain the spatial distribution of the magnitude of

completeness (Mc) during the period 1990–2005. For

the EMR method, the Gutenberg–Richter’s law and

normal cumulative distribution function are used to

describe the upper and lower parts of the assumed Mc,

respectively. Following previous work (SCHORLEM-

MER, 2003; NANJO et al., 2010) on setting values for

EMR estimation and using a Monte Carlo approxi-

mation of the bootstrap method (EFRON, 1979) to

calculate the uncertainties dMc, Fig. 6a and b show,

respectively, Mc and dMc. From the figure it can be

seen that the Mc distribution has a similar pattern to

the distribution of average X, as seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 5
Spatial distribution of the apparent difference of network-measured depths, Y, between ‘‘repeating events’’. White circles indicate the

‘‘repeating pairs’’ used in the analysis. Reverse triangles show the pairs whose X values are larger than 40 km and are not used in calculating

the Y values
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5. Looking Closely at the Beijing Capital Circle

Region

We had a closer look at the Beijing Capital Circle

Region, which has 107 digital seismic stations,

including five very broadband (VBB), 44 broadband

(BB), and 58 short-period (SP) three-component seis-

mographs, with flat velocity response for frequency

bands 0.008–20 Hz, 0.05–20 Hz, and 1–20 Hz,

respectively, and sampling frequency 50 Hz. Figure 7

shows the distribution of stations and their frequency

response. Digitally-oriented upgrading occurred in

2002. We selected the waveform data of the events

with clear P phase pickings at no less than three stations

for the period 2002–2006, within the spatial range

35–42�N, 112–122�E. A total of 3,567 events were

selected for the study.

Considering the limited coverage of seismic sta-

tions, we used both BB/VBB recordings and SP

recordings. Before the cross correlation of waveforms,

Figure 6
Distribution of completeness magnitude Mc (a) and its uncertainty dMc (b) during 1990–2005. Mc is estimated from the nearest 100

earthquakes to nodes of a grid spaced 0.05� apart, with the typical sampling radii 50 km and all smaller than 200 km. Blank pixels correspond

to the grids with no or lower seismicity under the above criteria
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preprocessing was conducted using a 0.5–5 Hz band-

pass filter to BB/VBB recordings and a 1–5 Hz band-

pass filter to SP recordings. We selected the whole

waveform composed of P, S, and coda phases.

Waveform was picked 4 s before the Pg arrival, and

the whole waveform length was taken as four times

the S–P travel time difference. The sliding window

was taken as 4 s less than the length of the whole

waveform, sliding from the beginning point (4 s

before the Pg arrival), with steps of 1 sample. The

maximum in the sliding window is taken as the final

value of the cross-correlation coefficient. (For details

of the work refer to JIANG et al. 2008).

Among the 3,567 events selected, we found that

859 were ‘‘repeating’’ in the sense of waveform cross

correlation that at least one station has the CCC no

less than 0.8. This constitutes 24 % of the whole

dataset, significantly higher than the percentage of

‘‘repeating events’’ in the database of SCHAFF and

RICHARDS (2011) who used fewer stations, often at

distances [1,000 km. These 859 ‘‘repeaters’’ com-

prise 1,568 ‘‘earthquake pairs’’, belonging to 183

Figure 7
Seismic stations in the Beijing Capital Circle Region, reproduced from JIANG et al. (2008). a Distribution of stations. Gray lines indicate active

faults. Indexing figure is to the lower-right. Names of stations are provided in Fig. A1. b Frequency response for the VBB, BB, and SP

seismographs (from the Data Center of the Beijing Digital Seismograph Network), in which the frequency band of the filters in the

pre-processing is also marked. See text for details
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‘‘multiplets’’ in a senso lato sense that one event in a

‘‘multiplet’’ has at least one ‘‘partner’’. Within both

databases of ‘‘repeaters’’ (JIANG et al., 2008; SCHAFF

and RICHARDS, 2011), 11 pairs are overlapped in the

time duration 1 January 2002–31 December 2005 and

can be compared with each other. Figure 8 compares

the maximum CCC. CCCmax is less for SCHAFF and

RICHARDS (2011) than for JIANG et al. (2008), probably

Figure 8
Comparison of the maximum cross-correlation coefficient (CCC) of the ‘‘repeating earthquakes’’ which are registered both in SCHAFF and

RICHARDS (2011) and in JIANG et al. (2008), in the Beijing Capital Circle Region. In the figure, circles are the results of SCHAFF and RICHARDS

(2011) from regional or far-regional waveforms and squares are the results of JIANG et al. (2008) from regional waveforms. Arrows indicate

the change of the maximum cross-correlation coefficient. Numbers to the top marks the codes of the pairs, as used by SCHAFF and RICHARDS

(2011)

Figure 9
Distribution of X for the Beijing Capital Circle Region, reproduced from JIANG et al. (2008). Dashed polygons indicate regions A and B with

distinct differences in location quality. See text for details
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because of the longer windows used because the

stations are further away.

We used these ‘‘repeating events’’ to obtain a

picture of location quality with higher resolution. We

used the catalogue of the Beijing Capital Circle

Region Seismograph Network.2 To map the spatial

distribution we used the average location of the two

events to represent the location of the ‘‘event pair’’.

We took a grid of size 0.15� 9 0.15�. At each node

we used a circular window of radius 20 km to pick up

the ‘‘repeating event pairs’’. The average for all the

‘‘event pairs’’ falling into the circular window was

then mapped on to the grid node. Figure 9 shows the

result of such mapping. It can be seen that the loca-

tion capability has a distinct regional variation: the

eastern part is much better than the other parts,

mainly because of the distributions (and site condi-

tions) of seismic stations.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

Analysis of ‘‘repeating earthquakes’’, in various

senses, has been applied to several problems, for

example studies of fracture zones and the physics of

seismic sources (VIDALE et al., 1994; NADEAU and

MCEVILLY, 1997; NADEAU and JOHNSON, 1998; SCHAFF

and WALDHAUSER, 2010; LIN, 2004; LI et al., 2007,

2011). In this paper, we take the working assumption

that the distance between the ‘‘doublets’’ is smaller

than 1 km, attribute the apparent distance between

the ‘‘doublets’’ measured by a seismic network (and

registered in the earthquake catalogue) to location

error, and make a comparison of an earthquake cat-

alogue with a ‘‘repeating event’’ database one of the

assessment measures of location quality. We applied

this concept to the monthly catalogue of the China

Earthquake Networks Center (CENC), comparing it

with the ‘‘repeating event’’ database of SCHAFF and

RICHARDS (2011). We further applied this concept to

the waveform and catalogue of the Beijing Digital

Seismograph Network.

The working assumption of this paper is that the

‘‘repeating events’’ or ‘‘doublets’’ are separated by no

more than 1 km (SCHAFF and RICHARDS, 2004, 2011),

and the network measured apparent distance X of

‘‘doublets’’ indicates the location precision. But this

working assumption must still be tested by use of

ground truth information, which is a limit of the

results we obtained. Besides, ‘‘repeating events’’

cannot provide the information of absolute or sys-

tematic bias of the location. That is, the ‘‘repeating

events’’ approach can evaluate the precision, rather

than the accuracy, of the location result.

It is worth emphasizing that assessment of the

monitoring capability of a seismograph network needs

more than one method, each of which has its own

advantages and disadvantages. Up to now, various

approaches have been proposed and used to evaluate

the precision and/or accuracy of network locations, for

example the ground-truth ‘‘calibration’’ using known

seismic events (either natural or artificial), comparison

of results obtained by different networks, and statisti-

cal approaches to evaluation and optimization, among

others. Because of the limited location of ‘‘ground

truth’’ events, and the difficulty of obtaining the spatial

distribution of monitoring capabilities by using com-

parative and/or statistical approaches, evaluation of

spatially heterogeneous monitoring capability is still

an open question in seismological monitoring. The

‘‘repeating event’’ approach has the advantage that

‘‘repeaters’’ are widely distributed, and the evaluation

seems cost effective.
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Appendix: The Catalogues and Related Data Used

in this Study

The monthly earthquake catalogue is partly

available through the web (http://www.csndmc.ac.cn/

newweb/data.htm#, in Chinese) provided by the

China Earthquake Networks Center (CENC). The

earthquake catalogue for the Beijing Capital Circle2 Partly available at: http://data.earthquake.cn/data/, in Chinese.
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Region is partly available through the web (http://data.

earthquake.cn/data/, in Chinese). ‘‘Partly’’ means that

in this study some earlier data, which are not included

on the web, were also used. Supporting Online

Materials provide the following data:

1. Catalogue of ‘‘repeating events’’ in the monthly

earthquake catalogue of CENC for evaluation of

location precision;

2. ‘‘Repeating pairs’’ in the monthly earthquake

catalogue of CENC for evaluation of location

precision;

3. Catalogue of ‘‘repeating events’’ in the Beijing

Capital Circle Region, identified by waveform

cross-correlation; and

4. ‘‘Repeating pairs’’ in the Beijing Capital Circle

Region, together with the cross-correlation coef-

ficient, with information about seismic stations

shown in Fig. A1.
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